
INSPIRATION
SAGITTARIAN JEWEL BOX 



SAGITTARIAN SYMBOLS OF 
TRANSFORMATION

Eagle, Wings  Higher Guidance. 

Lightning  Enlightenment.  

Arrow  Intuition, Faith.  

Eye Light  Vision, Perception Of Divine Truths,

  New Horizons.  

Flower of Life  Growth, Optimism, Peace, Expansion.

Honeycomb  Abundance, health, pleasure.

Bee  Spontaneity, adventure, freedom, fun, exploration,

travel, friendship, good luck.

Jardin  Spiritual wisdom, wealth, knowledge.

Rosa Mundi  Love & Beauty

Sword of Light, Sirius Star, Bee  Self mastery, 

Embracing The Spirit of Truth, Serving Others.

 



EXPLORING INNER HORIZONS
WITH SAGITTARIAN SPIRIT

Sagittarius gifts ‘perception of divine truths’ and power of 

‘self-mastery’ so our life becomes a Path of Light, guided by 

our soul’s purpose. 

Sagittarius represents the spiritual seeker and the Spirit of 

Truth. The New Moon in Sagittarius energizes our quest for 

meaning and spiritual fulfilment. Sagittarius moon invites 

us to the ‘knowledge of the self’ and gifts a connection to 

a higher power and intuitive evolution. Once we are aware 

of our  ‘self’, we achieve a new vision and self-realization. 

Sagittarius energy connects us to the power and light of 

the Spirit. Sagittarius gives us realization that we are one 

with the life force that is moving planets and creating 

universes. It frees one from the limitations of the ‘personal’ 

and connects one to the true nature of the Higher Self and 

its infinite potential. Sagittarius shines generosity of spirit 

and renews faith in life. The SAGITTARIAN energy guides 

one to the fiery inspiration to create in a higher and spiritual 

sense to support the attainment of greater collective goals. 

Sagittarius deals with imagination, confidence and faith. It 

asks us to have faith in ourselves and in life; move forward 

even when in doubt. 



BEE GODDESS 
POWER TALISMANS TO INVITE 

HEALING AND MAGIC 

INTO YOUR LIFE!



The Messenger of Light

Birds are symbols of higher thinking, dreams,
and messages from other realms. Just like angels, eagles 

are messengers of light to help us ascend to grace, 
victory, and splendor.

  
P O W E R S

Blessings, miracles, protection, victory, courage, grandeur, 
nobility, glory, strength, independence, clarity of mind and 
vision, intelligence, golden opportunities, enlightenment, 

and healing.



The Link Between Heaven and Earth
Wings, like angels, are symbols of thought, spiritual 
enlightenment. They are a link between conscious

and unconscious. They bring spiritual bliss,
wisdom, freedom and protection in our journey towards 

new opportunities. They symbolize higher states of being 
higher thoughts, higher mind and higher capacity. They 

express infinite capacity and divine powers. 

  P O W E R S

Liberty, lightness, grace, higher mind, capacity, intelligence, 
imagination, ease, comfort, protection, mobility & speed, 

magical communication with the spirit world.



The Symbol of Divine Inspiration

Lightning is the symbol of enlightenment, divine 
inspiration, ultimate goodness, and truth. It is a “creative 
spark” to renew our lives, and announces the appearance 

of the divine forces in our life.

  P O W E R S

Inspiration, splendour, illumination, purification, intuitive 
awakening, revelation, burst of energy, creative power, 

fertility, renewal, and grace.



Eros Arrow
When we are guided by the light of our heart we are 

continuously inspired to think big and we get energized 
by higher goals.

Eros Arrow connects us to the power and light of the 
spirit: with one-pointed focus and knowledge-infused 
steps that work to support the attainment of greater 
collective goals. This is our soul’s calling to the new 

adventures, new horizons, uncharted territories in our 
journey to self-realization. 

The arrow symbol points to the target; the unity of a
soul-centered life. 

  

Start writ ing your own myth



Access to inner l ight

As you pull the arch closer to your heart so your arrows 
will reach higher in the sky. This metaphor symbolizes 

how all the power and light resides in the heart. It is the 
knowledge of ‘self’ and divine within. 

  

“I see the goal.
I  reach the goal and see another.”

P O W E R S

Love, desire, joy, enthusiasm, vibrant energy, concentration, 
willingness, celebration, passion, and spiritual illumination.



Self-real ization 

Once we are in tune with our soul, all of our actions and 
our path become in tune with the divine light. Each step 

we take raises us to a higher level of consciousness.

The eye is a doorway to light and life. 
The eye receives all light and beauty of life and shines 
back gloriously to project the treasures of our essence.

“Let your eyes be windows of your inner light to guide 
you to new horizons.“ 

  



The eye is a door to a higher dimension; a divine vision, 
goodness and protection. 

It symbolizes the dawning of a higher spiritual 
consciousness, wisdom and power. 

Wearing an eye symbol strengthens intuition, clairvoyance 
and prophecy -literally seeing “a vision of the future.” It 
empowers us with the knowledge of the ultimate truth 

within everything. Your inner vision perceives all things in 
their divine glory. 

  



The eye is a symbol of spirit and wisdom; represents 
source of new life and pure potential.  

As a symbol of awakening, enlightenment and rebirth; the 
eye connects us to the light of our soul. 

The shape of the iris is emblematic of the tiny spark of the 
divine within. 

As we are in touch with our truth we are gifted with new 
insights for vitality, growth and opportunities.

  

Beyond duality to unity



The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new 
landscapes, but in having new eyes.

Connect to your inner treasures and realize new paths, 
new opportunities in front of you.  

Marcel Proust



The Eye Light collection is a tr ibute to the
light of the soul.

The eye symbol opens your path to your inner horizons 
and invites you to brand new adventures.

As you wear the eye symbol you will achieve brand new 
awareness and perception to discover the nature of your 

essence, your place in the whole existence and your
life purpose.

P O W E R S

Light, life, vision, new beginning, rebirth, awakening, 
enlightenment, awareness, intuition, good luck, prosperity, 

creativity, insight, spiritual wisdom, focus, clarity, 
prophesy, goodness, protection, healing, pure potential, 

transformation, perfection, unification



Tune into the harmonious nature of the universe! Keep 
weaving your webs of wisdom.

As we understand our own place in the web of 
creation and embrace our soul’s purpose; we become 

an expression of its bounty and harmony. We feel 
empowered by the divine force of nature that creates this 
growth, abundance and beauty which inspires us to play 

our own role in this magical universe.

  

P O W E R S

 Growth, abundance, protection, transformation, choices, 
freedom, fertility, connection, and energy.



Ultimate wisdom of the universe

Honeycomb
We are liberated by the light of our true nature - going 
deeper within on our own journey of self-exploration, 
where we realize our true power, recognize our true 

nature as oneness with all that is, and have access to the 
ultimate wisdom of the universe! 

  

P O W E R S

Bliss, joy, pleasure, abundance, health and wealth, unity, 
purity, renewal, productivity,

efficiency, collaboration, structure, clarity, and support.



Bee
The Queen of the Sun

The Queen Bee is an emblem of feminine power, beauty, 
spiritual wisdom, rebirth, and rejuvenation. As the Queen 
of the Sun, she symbolizes the wisdom of the soul; she is 

all about bringing  spirit into our daily lives.

  



P O W E R S

Spiritual purity and bliss, abundance, health and wealth, 
unity, renewal, productivity, joyful collaboration, wisdom, 

creative inspiration, pleasure, spiritual and physical 
abundance and perfection.



The Symbol of Love I l luminated

The Rosa Mundi is symbolized by a rose with seven petals 
and is the flower of Venus, the Goddess of Love. Seven 

is the holy number of completion and perfection, and the 
center of the rose represents the eye of the heart. As it 

opens, it receives and shines the light of love. Rosa Mundi 
is the chalice of life. In its folded structure, it conceals the 

mystic center of our hearts and our soul. 

  

P O W E R S

Love, beauty, union, eternal fulfillment, completion, 
aspiration, perfection, simplicity, elegance, determination, 

sensuality, fertility, and regal compassion.



Knowing Love, Being Love 

KNOW THYSELF

Rosa Mundi invites us to the ‘knowledge of the self’ and 
gifts a spiritual connection to a higher power.

Rosa Mundi opens your heart to infinite love . You will see 
the beauty in the essence of everything around you and 

reveal the beauty of your own essence. 

  



Invite new opportunities in love, fertility, abundance and 
renewal into your life.

Star of Manifestation -”The Guiding Light” of a star is 
a metaphor for divine guidance we rely upon as we 

pursue our dreams, ambitions, and adventures. The star 
is a reminder to us that we can embrace all the wonder, 

beauty, and enchantment. We have to “reach out” for our 
special star and allow it to “guide” us to our dreams.

  



Stars are representative of the endless possibilities in life 
offering help, clarity and vision. Jardin Star is the star 

of enlightenment; 11 is a divine number symbolizing the 
highest level of spiritual insight, vision and wisdom often 

associated with guidance and help from angels.
 

Jardin star is a symbol of hope and inspiration. It is your 
inner light that guides your soul to where it truly wants to 
go to. By wearing a Jardin Star, you will be inspired and 

energized by the light of your innermost dreams.  

  

Shine Bright

P O W E R S

 Illumination, direction, guidance, inspiration, creativity, 
belief, desire, and imagination.



Five pointed star, known as Sirius or Al Shira symbolizes 
the spiritual light emanating from the heart and someone 

shining bright like the light itself. The spiritual light 
manifests itself as knowledge, wisdom and willpower. 

Sirius is a powerful protection talisman as well as a key 
for magic. It expresses the power of spirit to keep the 
elements in harmony. It represents the balance of five 

elements of creation: earth, air, fire, water and spirit. The 
five points also correspond to five senses and qualities of 

justice, mercy, wisdom, understanding and splendor.

  

Flower of Heavens



P O W E R S

Health, unity, perfection, luck, wholeness, and beauty.



Sirius is the brightest star in the sky. Initially, it was 
Hathor, the great mother goddess, who was identified 

with Sirius. 30 times brighter than our sun, it is called the 
sun of the sun. Mystery schools consider it to be “sun 
behind the sun”, the true source of our sun’s energy. If 

our sun’s warmth keeps the physical world alive, Sirius is 
considered to keep the spiritual world alive.

  



Sword of Light symbol represents the
one-pointed aspirant,  the unif ied personality, 

conscious of the soul

As we become one with the divine mind and be part 
of the divine Intelligence our life expands continuously 
beyond borders. We can live with the consciousness 

of teacher, healer, & lover of humanity, become a true 
visionary, leading humanity from one goal to another in an 

ever-expanding and uplifting manner.  
 

  

 The gift of i l luminated mind



Once your awareness becomes a f lame,
it burns up the whole  slavery that the

mind has created.

An occultist is someone who directs energy in the world 
of powers and forces. When we love enough, and our 

motivations are based in the heart. When we love enough 
and begin to live more and more in harmlessness, then the 
Gates of Heaven open. We are welcomed into the realms 
of Light and Sound – where our perfect place and perfect 

dharma within the earth sphere is revealed.
 

  



Cel eb rities
with

BEE GODDESS
Talismans of Power

shining
& Transformation 

















TURKEY

1 Zorlu Center, Istanbul

2 Akmerkez Shopping Mall, Istanbul

3 Akasya Shopping Mall, Istanbul

4   Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum

5  Yalıkavak Marina, Bodrum

6    Yalıkavak Marina, Bee Happy, Bodrum

7     Caresse, A Luxury Collection Resort           

       &Spa, Bodrum

8    Hillside Beach Club, Fethiye

      
UK

9  Walton Street, London

AZERBAIJAN

10   Baku

BEE GODDESS BOUTIQUES



EUROPE
1     Harrods, Luxury Jewellery Room, UK

2  Madlord’s, Paris, France

3  La Perla di Capri, Italy

4  Weselton, Ibiza, Spain

5  Gomez & Molina, Spain

6  Beymen Stores (Nişantaşı, Zorlu,   

       Akasya,Suadiye, Istinye Park Istanbul & Izmir,    

       Hilltown, Kavaklıdere, Panora, Bodrum Yalıkavak)

7  Six Senses Kaplankaya, Bodrum 

8  In-Formal D Maris Bay, Marmaris  

9  Maça Kızı Hotel, Bodrum

10  Edition Hotel, Bodrum

11  LuJo Hotel, Bodrum

12   Gizia Gate Emaar, İstanbul   

USA
13 Maxfield, Los Angeles and Malibu

14 Atelier Martyn Lawrence Bullard, Los Angeles

15 Neiman Marcus, Chicago, Los Angeles,San      

      Francisco, Denver

16 A’maree’s, Los Angeles

17  Peri A., Los Angeles

18 Fontaine Bleau, Miami

19   Reinhold Jewelers, Puerto Rico

MIDDLE EAST
20 Galeries Lafayette, Qatar

21   Comptoir 102, Dubai

ASIA
22 Lane Crawford, Hong Kong

23 Constella Jewellery, Kazakhstan

BEE GODDESS POINT OF SALES



beegoddessjewellerybeegoddessjewellery BeeGoddessJewel

www.beegoddess.com

hello@beegoddess.com


